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Abstract: The aim of this article is to stress the importance of necessary changes against risks with the help of a case study in real company called Meiren Engineering. The introduction focuses on the explanation of the following term: product development process and project risk management. Next part is focused on the proposal and monitoring risks. The conclusion is focused on particular solutions to eliminate these risks and follow illustrate these risks in the matrix grid.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The competitiveness in global and local markets highlights the importance of design, quality, productivity, multi-company collaboration, optimal price levels and production process predictability. The manufacturers are under pressure to keep and increase their places in the market. To improve their ability to innovate, bring products to the market faster, and reduce manufacturing bottlenecks, the manufacturers have been improving their product development and management abilities. Companies have to invest more money to product lifecycle management and enterprise resource planning systems [1, 2]. Risk management should be an integral part of the management of each project. Quality risk management, its implementation and integration of management systems represents a significant added value.

2. PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN COMPANY

When an industrial company launches a new product at the market the goal is to obtain a viable business. Engineering design is a purposeful activity directed toward the goal of fulfilling human needs, particularly those which can be met by the technological factors of our culture. New product idea is as the trigger for a product development project [5]. According model at the fig. 1 members of team selected company may in an initial paradoxical situation find relevant discourses of a product idea [5].

2.1 Product development process

Product development projects should include also risk assessment, that allows managers to identify and measure the risks associated with resource constraints and then develop appropriate responses. It is a cycle by means of which an innovative firm routinely converts ideas into commercially viable goods or services. Companies typically see new product development as the first stage in generating and commercializing new products within the overall strategic process of product life cycle management used to maintain or grow their market share [9].

In business and engineering, new product development is the term used to describe the complete process of bringing a new product to market. A product is a set of benefits offered for exchange and can be tangible (that is, something physical you can touch) or intangible (like a service, experience, or belief). There are two parallel paths involved in the new product development process: one involves the idea generation, product design and detail engineering; the other involves market research and marketing analysis.

3. PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT

Project risk is an uncertain event, feature, activity or situation that can have a positive or negative effect on the outcome of a project. Project risk and opportunity management formally identifies, assesses and plans for uncertainty [7].
PMBOK defines the project constraint as “an applicable restriction or limitation, either internal or external to the project that will affect the performance of the project or process [11].”

Risk management protects a project by maximizing opportunities and value whilst minimizing the threat. It is a prerequisite of all effective project management solutions [3].

3.1 Identifying Risk
Risk management requires you to identify potential risks; risk being anything that can possibly harm or have a negative impact on the project. Risk managers generally approach the search for potential risk from two distinct angles: source analysis and problem analysis. Source analysis seeks to look at the potential sources of risk whereas problem analysis looks at specific individual problems that could arise [9].

3.2 Risk Assessment
Once risks have been identified, the next logical step in risk management is assessment. Risk assessment, as mentioned earlier, measures the probability of an identified risk actually taking place, as well as the amount of loss that would be suffered were the risk to actually occur. Loss and probability are usually placed in a prioritized list, with those risks that are most probable and that stand to generate the most loss given the most attention. In reality, a lot of guess work goes into this phase of risk management as at times it is almost impossible to evaluate and know the true likelihood as to whether a potential risk will occur or not [3, 12].

3.3 Indication of potential risks to the matrix grid
The Risk Impact/Probability Chart provides a useful framework that helps decide which risks need attention [11]. The Risk Impact/Probability Chart is based on the principle that a risk has two primary dimensions:

1. Probability – A risk is an event that "may" occur. The probability of it occurring can range anywhere from just above 0 percent to just below 100 percent. (Note: It can't be exactly 100 percent, because then it would be a certainty, not a risk. And it can't be exactly 0 percent, or it wouldn't be a risk.)

2. Impact – A risk, by its very nature, always has a negative impact. However, the size of the impact varies in terms of cost and impact on health, human life, or some other critical factor [10].

The chart allows you to rate potential risks on these two dimensions. The probability that a risk will occur is represented on one axis of the chart – and the impact of the risk, if it occurs, on the other. You use these two measures to plot the risk on the chart. This gives you a quick, clear view of the priority that you need to give to each. You can then decide what resources you will allocate to managing that particular risk.

The basic form of the Risk Impact/Probability Chart is shown in figure 3, below [10].

4. CASE STUDY
Goal Meiren Engineering is to offer a complete service from generating ideas of machines and devices up to drafting final assembly drawings.

Meiren Engineering can also improve the existing drawings presented by clients or draft a part of a client's project via subcontracting [13].

The importance of risk management cannot be overstated. This is a fundamental part of doing business that must be addressed appropriately for the company to be successful. Risks are just part of doing business and by having a procedure in place to deal with them does make a difference on their impact. Some causes of risks may occur during all phases of product life cycle, some are specific for individual phase [9]. We can see selected eight risks factors that may occur in the selected company. These risks are selected by product development project in Merien Engineering.

Selected potential risks by product development project and the proposed measures:
1. Incompetent management (lack the necessary qualifications and skills, poor organization)
   - diversification of company management
   - the involvement of external consultant
2. External risk factors (factors outside the direct control of the organization)
   - development of catastrophic scenarios, recovery plans
   - creating team for crisis management
   - data storage in a safe place
3. Information technology (disruption can be caused by internal factors (employees) or external factors (viruses))
- authorized of documentation and requires access to system and data
- limiting access to system and to data

4. Lack of marketing (inaccurate, delayed or unavailable information concerning prices, products, advertising, sales support)
- the introduction of marketing research
- evaluation of pricing strategies compared to competitive products and prices
- evaluate the effectiveness of advertising and sales promotion

5. The organization is lagging behind in technological development (management does not have access to information associated with the current technological development)
- monitoring of competitors
- technical literature
- visits to seminars, conferences, business meetings, exhibitions
- regular summary information on technological development

6. High staff turnover (problems in the organization, for example: wages under industry-average, lack of investment in development of the employees, wrong systems for monitoring)
- encouraging vertical communication
- keeping active company culture

7. Failure safety (lack of knowledge regarding the laws for the protection and safety at work)
- obtain competent legal advice for business relating to the company for the protection and safety
- periodic verification of the legal advice they are applied to the procedures and security measures

8. Organization lacks quality strategy (incomplete or inaccurate information regarding the changes about competition, products and customer preferences)
- development of strategic plans for top management, which will include a vision of the organization
- periodic review directions and priorities set top management to ensure they are still valid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential risk</th>
<th>Elimination of potential risk</th>
<th>Risks in matrix grid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Technical capability of the product does not meet the expectations and wishes to the customers, the product does not have assumption that will succeed in the market</td>
<td>The risks of the project are clearly defined in advance, before beginning Through market research</td>
<td>Medium risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Complicated design of product for manufacturing, the expenses of the product development process exceeded the limits and budget forecast</td>
<td>Project managers must achieve balance among these resource constraints: time, funds, and required quality</td>
<td>High risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 The durability of the product development process is longer as it was planned and therefore the product could not enter to the market in a right time</td>
<td>Anticipating changes in technology and estimating the product life cycle</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 The problems in manufacturing are caused very complicated and complexity of the product, increase the cost of producing the product</td>
<td>Set a limit on the amount of risk, that will be accepted</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Critical people left the project</td>
<td>Improved communications through project Increased motivation through: financial rewards, gift vouchers, vouchers for birthday, staff training, career advancement, services paid by company: foreign visits, courses, training Change the project manager in project management</td>
<td>High risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Critical resources needed for the project was not available at the right times</td>
<td>Developing plans and practices, that notify the most serious risks Planning and monitoring of risks by introducing standardized connection between risk management processes, enabling quick respond to changes in other people involved in the development and take into account changes the objectives of the project</td>
<td>Medium risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 The project missed critical milestones</td>
<td>Compliance methods at each stage in process of product development Improve the process more accurate by redistributing of means Development alternative methods - each partial goal can be achieved by several methods</td>
<td>Medium risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Cost of the product exceeded the market expectations, exceeded budget</td>
<td>Anticipating and responding to expected competitor reaction. Periodic and detailed estimates throughout the project Inclusion of a project manager who has experience with audits and inspections that are done before assigning tasks</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Introduction of new tools, technology, or processes during the project</td>
<td>Testing of new tools, technology or processes for a specified period Analysis of internal and external environment (market, customers, competitors, strengths and weaknesses of the company)</td>
<td>Medium risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 The competence of the product development team is not at this level as it was expected and there is a lack of key competence</td>
<td>Involvement of an experienced project manager to team</td>
<td>Medium risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 The project management team don’t follow the best practices and rules in project management</td>
<td>Review the decision to accept best alternative</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 The subcontractors and supplies do not fulfill the schedule</td>
<td>Effective communication, regular exchange of information between subcontractors and supply</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 The mistakes in design cause problems in manufacturing. There are misunderstandings between designers and manufacture. Redesign is expensive and takes additional time</td>
<td>Optimizing the cost of risk management and reducing losses due to incorrect decisions</td>
<td>High risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1. Elimination of potential risk
- sharing information on competitors, products, customers or regular and legal changes to all related activities
- the introduction of vertical and horizontal communication, which allows the rapid identification and resolution, which prevents the achievement of strategic objective.

The proposed measures are very good prevention as to avoid future potential risks. These measures can provides enhanced planning and better decision making, rather than crisis management.

4.1 Found potential risk in process of product development project management in Meiren Engineering

Risk management falls into the arena of project planning. In the individual steps in the algorithm product development process in Meiren Engineering can occur risk see table 1. The goal is to find different ways of elimination, if risk occurs.

4.2. Indication of the potential risks identified in the matrix grid

Result of the risk matrix simply and easily determine which potential risks concentrate Meiren Engineering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk #</th>
<th>Probability of Occurrence</th>
<th>Risk #</th>
<th>Impact of risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>5.</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>6.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9.</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>12.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 2. Identification and risk assessment

In the figure 5 we can see identified and assessed risks based of probability and impact in product development project management. These risks are situated in matrix grid after consultation with the manager Meiren Engineering.

5. CONCLUSION

In nowadays manufacturing the processes turn more complicated and faster. The pallet of possible solution is wide and decisions more sophisticated. Therefore here is extremely importance of new topics about identifying risks, managing risks and avoidance of risks. We have worked the topic based as the activities and experiences of a real company which is familiar with a product development process of quite sophisticated products.
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